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This paper proposes a guidance scheme for autonomous docking between a controlled spacecraft and an
uncontrolled tumbling target in circular orbit. The onboard trajectory planning consists of a direct optimization
method based on the inversion of the system dynamics. The trajectory components of the controlled spacecraft are
imposed by using polynomial functions. Some of the polynomial coefficients are constrained to satisfy path
constraints,whereas the remaining coefficients are varied parameters to be optimized.The optimal control problem is
converted into a nonlinear programming problemby inverting the systemdynamics. The proposed guidance scheme,
based on the closed-loop implementation of this optimization problem, is applied to several scenarios. The resulting
trajectories closelymatch the solutions of the correspondent optimal control problems.The guidance scheme is shown
to perform precise maneuvers in most maneuvering situations, even in the presence of orbital perturbations. The
sensitivity analysis to system uncertainties shows that the guidance is sensitive to noise on the target angular velocity,
being the critical disturbance for this type of maneuvers.
Nomenclature
b = boresight direction vector of the chaser
rendezvous sensor
C = principal body-fixedCartesian coordinate system
of the chaser spacecraft
CD = auxiliary body-fixedCartesian coordinate system
on the chaser docking point
F = control thrust vector, N





zz = moments of inertia of the spacecraft s about the
principal axes (s equal to C, T), kg · m2
J = performance index of the optimal control
problem
ls = position of the spacecraft’s docking point
expressed in the system s (s equal to C, T), m
mC = mass of the chaser spacecraft, kg
qT = quaternion vector of the attitude of the target
principal system with respect to the Hill system
RBA = direction cosine matrix, from the coordinate
system A to the system B
r = position vector of the spacecraft center of mass
with respect to the inertial coordinate system, m
rsafe = safety radius for collision avoidance, m
s = position vector of the chaser rendezvous sensors
with respect to the chaser center of mass, m
T = principal body-fixed Cartesian coordinate system
of the target spacecraft
T = control torque vector, N · m
TD = auxiliary body-fixed Cartesian coordinate system
on the target docking point
tf = maneuver duration, s
tGNC = period of execution of the guidance loop, s
tmin = sampling rate of the low-level attitude and
position controllers, s
vcon = contact velocity between chaser and target
docking points, m∕s
x = state vector of the two-spacecraft rendezvous
model
x, y, z = position of the chaser center of mass expressed in
the Hill coordinate system, m
αFOV = half-angle of the rendezvous sensor field-of-view
cone, rad
αT = angular distance from the rendezvous sensor
boresight to the target spacecraft center of mass,
rad
Δr = relative distance between docking points at the
docking instant, m
Δv = relative velocity between docking points at the
docking instant, m
Δθ = relative attitude (Euler angles 1-2-3) between
auxiliary systems CD and TD at the docking
instant, deg
Δω = relative angular velocity between auxiliary
systems CD and TD at the docking instant, deg ∕s
δa = noise applied to the variable a
σC = modified Rodrigues parameters vector of the
attitude of the chaser principal system with
respect to the Hill system
Ω = angular velocity of the Hill coordinate system
with respect to the inertial frame, rad∕s
ωs = angular velocity of the spacecraft swith respect to
the inertial coordinate system (s equal to C, T),
rad∕s
Hωs = angular velocity of the spacecraft s with respect
to the Hill coordinate system (s equal to C, T),
rad∕s
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0 = value at the beginning of the maneuver
f = value at the end of the maneuver
t = value at the particular instant of time t
Superscript
s = vector whose components are expressed in the
coordinate system s (s equal toH, C, CD, T, TD)
I. Introduction
R ENDEZVOUS and docking operations between spacecraft arekey maneuvers in spaceflight. The capability of two spacecraft
to mechanically connect to each other enabled missions such as the
Apollo program for moon exploration, the servicing flights of the
Space Shuttle, and the assembly and supply of the space stations [1].
In these missions, the docking procedures have been mainly
performed by crewed space vehicles and involved cooperative target
spacecraft (i.e., its attitude was controlled to help the maneuver
execution).
Recently, the main efforts have been focused on developing
spacecraft rendezvous technologies for autonomous proximity
flights and docking operations. This research has been motivated by
the new generation of space missions such as debris removal and
robotic on-orbit servicing to repair, refuel, and upgrade disabled
spacecraft [2,3]. The desired outcome of performing autonomous
missions is the increment of mission frequency, robustness, and
reliability with respect to the existing ground-in-the-loop guidance
methods [4]. Furthermore, the capability to autonomously
rendezvous and dock allows to retrieve and service a variety of
target spacecraft being either cooperative or noncooperative.
Cooperative targets employ attitude control system to stabilize their
attitude and enable features allowing the chaser to estimate the
relative state between spacecraft. Noncooperative targets, on the
contrary, do not assist the chaser during the maneuver because they
are not equippedwith dedicated docking features, and their attitude is
not controlled. Examples of noncooperative targets are space debris
or end-of-life spacecraft, which represent the majority of targets for
on-orbit servicing and space debris removal missions [2].
Consequently, the main challenge for these new generation missions
is to autonomously dock to noncooperative targets, which may
tumble around their principal axes.
Spacecraft rendezvous technologies for autonomous inspection
and docking have been recently tested in demonstration missions.
TheEngineeringTest SatelliteNo. 7 performed both autonomous and
remote controlled docking to a cooperative/stabilized target [5].
However, the maneuvers were performed after overcoming problems
in the filter of the attitude control software that caused the loss of the
chaser attitude. The Experimental Satellite System 10 (XSS-10) and
XSS-11, commissioned by the U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory,
demonstrated the capability of a microsatellite to safely and auton-
omously rendezvous and inspect multiple noncooperative space
objects [6]. In 2005, the NASA Demonstration of Autonomous
Rendezvous Test missions was launched to perform autonomous
close proximity operations [7,8]. Here, the maneuver failed due to an
anomaly in the navigation software. The Orbital Express program,
developed by the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency,
successfully performed for the first time several fully autonomous
approaches and captures of a cooperative target in 2007 [4,9].
Notably, in this mission, the target spacecraft attitudewas completely
stabilized. The Swedish National Space Board together with DLR,
German Aerospace Center launched the PRISMA mission in 2010.
Here, the servicer successfully performed an autonomous rendez-
vous maneuver from 30 km to the final hold point at 3 km of relative
distance to the noncooperative target [10]. However, technologies
enabling autonomous docking to uncontrolled targets still have to be
demonstrated in orbit.
Concerning optimal guidance strategies for autonomous
rendezvous and docking to an uncontrolled target, significant
achievements have been attained in the last decade. The model
predictive control approach is employed by several authors to
generate feasible docking trajectories [11–13]. Notably, Di Cairano
[13] applies a linear-quadratic model predictive control to generate
online suboptimal planar trajectories to approach a tumbling object.
However, in these works, the six-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF)
maneuver is not addressed. An optimizing path planner for planar
rendezvous maneuvers is proposed in [14]. This approach uses a
genetic algorithm to optimize the trajectory with respect to the fuel
expenditure. Breger and How [15] propose a technique based on the
model predictive control method for onboard generation of fuel-
optimal rendezvous trajectories that guarantees collision avoidance
under thruster failures. Nolet [16] performs autonomous docking
to a cooperative tumbling target using the SPHERES system.
Here, the guidance algorithm employs the glide-slope method for
rapid trajectory generation, disregarding both optimality and path
constraints. Recently, Boyarko et al. [17] formulate the optimal
control problem for the 6-DOF docking maneuver between a
controlled spacecraft and a tumbling object. Based on this work, the
same authors apply the inverse dynamics in the virtual domain
method for rapid suboptimal docking trajectory generation [18].
Although this method is robust to numerous initial conditions, the
high computational time required to generate the trajectory does not
allow onboard implementation of the algorithm in closed-loop
fashion. Lu and Liu [19] and Liu and Lu [20] propose a second-order
cone-programming-based methodology to solve the rendezvous and
proximity operations problem. The main strengths of this algorithm
are computational speed, robustness, suboptimality, capability to
handle path constraints, and applicability to any orbit of the target
spacecraft. However, the methodology is limited to the translational
problem only. Kobilarov and Pellegrino [21] formulate a trajectory
planning algorithm for autonomous docking between self-
assembling nanosatellites. Although a simplified version of the
proposed method is validated on an air-bearing-based test bed with
cooperative dockingmaneuvers, these authors emphasize the need of
robustness and sensitivity analysis of guidance algorithms for the 6-
DOF scenario as future work.
The U.S. National Research Council considers a reliable and
robust guidance algorithm for autonomous docking to uncontrolled
tumbling objects as high-priority cross-cutting technology for the
2012–2021 decade and beyond [22]. Based on the state of the art and
on the requirements for future robotic missions, the next-generation
guidance algorithms must present the following key aspects [22].
1) Optimality: for any feasible trajectory, an optimal or near-
optimal solution, whichminimizes the fuel or energy consumption, is
desired.
2) Robustness against orbital perturbations and sensor noise.
3) Real-time implementable: algorithms must be executable
onboard and in real-time.
To answer to these requirements, this paper presents a guidance
strategy for autonomous docking maneuvers to uncontrolled
tumbling target spacecraft. The algorithm consists of an onboard
trajectory planning that employs a direct optimization method based
on the inversion of the system dynamics. By imposing a polynomial
shape to both rotational and translational trajectories components of
the chaser spacecraft, the optimal control problem for docking
maneuvers is converted into an equivalent nonlinear programming
problem having a reduced number of parameters to be optimized.
Path constraints such as target pointing and collision avoidance are
enforced. This trajectory optimization problem is then solved in
closed-loop fashion using the current state of the spacecraft as initial
conditions.
The main contribution of this work is a rapid trajectory generation
algorithm for the full 6-DOF docking maneuver to an uncontrolled
tumbling target achieved by combining the inverse dynamics ap-
proach and a sequential optimization algorithm; the methodology
includes a procedure for the estimation of a feasible dockingmaneuver
duration before the trajectory optimization. The proposed algorithm is
implemented in closed-loop fashion to attain near-optimality of the
resulting trajectory. Finally, the paper analyzes robustness of this

































































uncertainty because these issues are critical for realistic applications.
Through this study, the applicability of the proposed guidance to
noncooperative docking maneuvers is evaluated.
Numerical experiments with the proposed guidance strategy show
that the controlled trajectories are close to the solution of the initial
optimal control problemwith perfect controls while respecting all the
maneuver constraints. The algorithm is fast enough to allow onboard
application in real-time, as the trajectory optimization can be repeated
several times during the maneuver. Monte Carlo simulations show
robustness to different maneuvering situations under the presence of
orbital perturbation and system disturbances such as sensor noise and
model uncertainties. However, the guidance system is sensitive to
noise on the target angular velocity, thus being the most critical
parameter for noncooperative maneuvers to tumbling targets.
The present paper is organized as follows. Section II defines the
dynamics model for the docking maneuver between a controlled
spacecraft and an uncontrolled object. The optimal control problem
for this maneuver, including the required path constraints, is then
formulated in the same section. Section III describes the trajectory-
optimization algorithm for rapid trajectory generation. The
implementation in closed-loop fashion of the proposed trajectory
optimization algorithms is discussed in Sec. IV. The numerical
experiments are reported in Sec. V. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. Docking Dynamics Model and Optimal Control
Problem Formulation
This section summarizes the dynamics model for the rendezvous
maneuver between a controlled chaser spacecraft and an uncontrolled
target spacecraft in circular orbit. The optimal control problem for
this maneuver is then formulated according to the work of [17].
Figure 1 shows a sketch of the geometry and coordinate systems of
the target and the chaser spacecraft. For each vehicle, two body-fixed
Cartesian coordinate systems are defined. The origin of the principal
system is located at the center of mass of the spacecraft with the axis
directed along the principal axis of inertia. The auxiliary coordinate
system is centered at the vehicle’s docking point, and it is defined in
such away that the z axis lies along the vehicle docking axis (outward
direction for the chaser and inward direction for the target as in Fig. 1)
and the x axis points to the top of the spacecraft. The y axis completes
the right-hand rule. Figure 1 also illustrates the orbiting the Hill
coordinate system H: the origin is placed at the center of mass of the
target spacecraft, the x axis points toward the zenith, the y axis is
directed along the velocity vector of the target spacecraft, and the z
axis points the orbit normal. The Earth-Centered-Inertial (ECI)
coordinate system is located at the center of mass of the Earth.
A. Dynamics Model of the Docking Maneuver
For close-range proximity maneuvers between two spacecraft, the
translational motion of the chaser spacecraft center of mass is
described in the Hill coordinate system by the Clohessy–Wiltshire
differential equations [23]:













The dynamics of the rotational motion of the chaser spacecraft is
governed byEuler’s equation, which, in scalar form and referenced to
the chaser principal axes, can be expressed as [24]
_ωCx 
ICyy − ICzzωCz ωCy  TCx
ICxx
_ωCy 
ICzz − ICxxωCz ωCx  TCy
ICyy
_ωCz 
ICxx − ICyyωCyωCx  TCz
ICzz
(2)
Similarly, the rotational dynamics of the target spacecraft











Among all the possible attitude representations, the orientation of
the chaser spacecraft is described using the modified Rodrigues
parameters (MRP). This choice is motivated by the fact that the
inverse dynamics method, which is later applied for rapid docking
trajectory generation, achieves better performance (in terms of
optimality and computational speed) when applied to MRP rather
than quaternions or Euler angles [25]. As a consequence, the attitude
of the chaser principal axes with respect to the Hill system is
expressed in terms of MRP σC  σC1 ; σC2 ; σC3  according to the












1σC21 −σC22 −σC23 2σC1 σC2 −σC3  2σC1 σC3 σC2 
2σC1 σC2 σC3  1−σC21 σC22 −σC23 2σC2 σC3 −σC1 











The components HωCx ,
HωCy , and
HωCz of the chaser spacecraft
angular velocity with respect to the Hill coordinate system and








































































































1 σC · σC2
2
4 4σC21 − σC22 − σC23   Σ2 8σC1 σC2  4σC3Σ 8σC1 σC3 − 4σC2Σ8σC1 σC2 − 4σC3Σ 4−σC21  σC22 − σC23   Σ2 8σC2 σC3  4σC1Σ
8σC1 σ
C
3  4σC2Σ 8σC2 σC3 − 4σC1Σ 4−σC21 − σC22  σC23   Σ2
3
5 (6)
is the direction cosine matrix from the Hill system H to the chaser
principal system C in terms of MRP and
Σ  1 − σC · σC (7)
The attitude of the target principal axes with respect to the Hill
coordinate system in terms of quaternion qT  qT1 ; qT2 ; qT3 ; qT4  obeys










0 HωTz −HωTy HωTx
−HωTz 0 HωTx HωTy
HωTy −HωTx 0 HωTz











The components of the angular velocity vector HωT are calculated
by applying Eq. (5) to the target spacecraft. The expression of the





4qT24 qT21 −qT22 −qT23 2qT1qT2qT3qT4  2qT1qT3 −qT2qT4 2qT1qT2−qT3qT4  qT24 −qT21 qT22 −qT23 2qT2qT3qT1qT4 




The dynamics model of the rendezvous maneuver between a con-
trolled chaser spacecraft and an uncontrolled target spacecraft is defined
by the differential set of Eqs. (1–8), and the state of the system becomes
xx y z _x _y _z ωCx ωCy ωCz σC1 σC2 σC3 ωTx ωTy ωTz qT1 qT2 qT3 qT4 
(10)
To achieve a smooth physical contact between target and chaser
docking points, it is necessary to enforce end conditions on both relative
position and velocity [27]. More precisely, the chaser docking point
mustgrapple the target dockingpointwith a certain contact velocityvCcon
at the end of the maneuver. Furthermore, the chaser’s auxiliary
coordinate system CD must match the target’s auxiliary system TD
orientation and angular velocity. This ensures alignment of the docking
axes and synchronization between the rotationalmotions of the docking
points. Because contact shocks can be avoided by enforcement of
suitable end conditions on just relative position and relative velocity, no
final conditions on relative acceleration are considered in this paper.















































RHTD  RHCD (13)
RTDT
HωTf  RCDC HωCf (14)
In the previous expressions, the matrixRHC is calculated with Eq. (6)
using the final chaser attitude σCf . Similarly, R
H
T is calculated with
Eq. (9) using qTf .
B. Path Constraints
Proximity operations, with either cooperative or noncooperative
targets, require the chaser spacecraft to follow safe and feasible
trajectories until mechanical contact with the target spacecraft is
achieved [22,27]. For this reason, the following constraints are
imposed to the chaser trajectory.
Sensor field-of-view constraint: The chaser spacecraft is equipped
with rendezvous sensors to detect the relative distance and attitude of
the target spacecraft. To allow the pose estimation at any instant of
time during the docking procedure, the chasermustmaneuver in such
a way to keep the target spacecraft always in the sensor field of view
(FOV). As can be observed in Fig. 2, the rendezvous sensor is
mounted along the axis of the chaser’s docking interface, whereas the
sensor FOV is defined by the boresight direction bC and by the half-


















where the vector −−RCH x y z T − sC is the position of the
target center ofmasswith respect to the sensor expressed in the chaser
principal coordinate system C. Therefore, Eq. (15) ensures that the
angle defined by the sensor boresight direction and the vector
−−RCH x y z T − sC remains lower than the maximum
allowable angle αFOV.
Collision avoidance: Any accidental collision between spacecraft
must be avoided [15,22]. Consequently, the distance between the
chaser docking point and the target surface must be larger than a
minimumdistance rsafe, which represents the radius of the “keep-out”








 ≥ rsafe (16)
Because of the constraint in Eq. (15), the chaser docking point is
oriented toward the target spacecraft at any instant during the
maneuver; moreover, it is the part of the chaser having the minimum

































































distance from the target surface (see also Fig. 2). By imposing the
collision avoidance at the chaser docking point, we enforce this
constraint to any other parts of the chaser spacecraft.
Handling controls upper and lower bounds: Because of design
constraints, thrusters and reaction wheels have finite upper (and
lower) bounds on the available force and torque. These constraints are
enforced in terms of control components as
TCmin ≤ TC ≤ TCmax FCmin ≤ FC ≤ FCmax (17)
C. Optimal Control Problem Formulation
In this work, minimum energy maneuvers are considered;










































In the previous equation, Leq is a length parameter used to convert
the control torque into an equivalent force. In this paper, we consider
Leq a given parameter related to the size of the chaser spacecraft.
However, onemay also considerLeq aweighting factor between force
and torque and, therefore, a varied parameter to be optimized.
Notably in this paper, the optimization of the maneuver energy is
chosen over the propellant mass because the resulting performance
index function, in Eq. (18), has the properties of being continuous,
quadratic, and differentiable. These aspects are indeed important for
enabling rapid optimization using a nonlinear quadratic solver.
The optimal control problem for the docking maneuver can be
stated as follows: find controls histories TC and FC that minimize J
and, at the same time, transfer the system described by Eqs. (1–8)
from an initial state
x0x0 y0 z0 _x0 _y0 _z0 ωCx0 ωCy0 ωCz0 σC10 σC20 σC30 ωTx0 ωTy0 ωTz0 qT10 qT20 qT30 qT40 
to a final state
xfxf yf zf _xf _yf _zf ωCxf ωCyf ωCzf σC1f σC2f σC3f ωTxf ωTyf ωTzf qT1f qT2f qT3f qT4f 
that satisfies Eqs. (11–14), while respecting the path constraints in
Eqs. (15–17).
III. Open-Loop Trajectory Optimization Through the
Inverse Dynamics Method
The guidance algorithm proposed in the following employs the
inverse dynamics method for rapid suboptimal trajectory generation.
In the inverse dynamics method, the optimal control problem is
converted into an equivalent nonlinear programming problem by
describing the chaser trajectory components with a set of
interpolating functions defined in the time domain [25,28]. Some
of the functions’ polynomial coefficients will be linked to the
boundary conditions on the trajectory, whereas other will be
unconstrained and therefore become part of the varied parameters set
of the resultant nonlinear programming problem. By inverting the
dynamics, each state variable of the system dynamicsmodel and each
control component can be expressed as function of the parameterized
trajectory and its derivatives. In particular, for the considered two-
spacecraft rendezvous problem, it results in the following
expressions:
ωCt  f1σC; _σC;TCt  f2σC; _σC; σC;
FHt  f3x; y; z; _x; _y; _z; x; y; z (19)
In turn, also the performance index J of the nonlinear control
problem can be expressed as function of the parameterized trajectory,
and therefore, it can be minimized through the optimization of the
varied parameters set composed by the unconstrained polynomial
coefficients.
A. Parameterization of the Translational Trajectory
Following the inverse dynamics approach, the translational
trajectory of the chaser spacecraft is represented by a set of functions
defined in the time domain. Among all the possible parameterization
functions (such as B-splines, Hermite polynomials, Bezier curves),
we choose polynomials because they ensure a favorable tradeoff
between computational speed in the optimization process and
optimality [28]. Therefore, the trajectory of the chaser center of mass
in theHill coordinate system is represented by a set of polynomials of







































ii − 1b3;iti−2 (22)
Asmentioned before, the certain polynomial coefficients b1;i, b2;i,
and b3;i can be chosen in such a way that the boundary conditions on
chaser position and velocity are systematically enforced. By
imposing in Eqs. (20) and (21) the initial values x0, y0, z0 and _x0, _y0,
_z0 at t  0 s, we obtain the following expressions for the coefficients
b1;0, b2;0, b3;0, b1;1, b2;1, and b3;1:
b1;0  x0 b2;0  y0 b3;0  z0
b1;1  _x0 b2;1  _y0 b3;1  _z0 (23)
Similarly, the expressions of the coefficientsb1;n, b2;n, b3;n, b1;n−1,
b2;n−1, and b3;n−1 are obtained by imposing the final values xf , yf , zf
and _xf , _yf , _zf in Eqs. (20) and (21) at t  tf . For the coefficients b1;n



















whereas analogous expressions are obtained for b2;n, b3;n, b2;n−1, and
b3;n−1. Note that the initial conditions x0, y0, z0 and _x0, _y0, _z0 are
directly provided by the estimation of the current chaser state. The
final conditions xf , yf , zf and _xf , _yf , _zf are calculated from the final
target state using Eqs. (11–14), where the final state of the system
is estimated by propagating the dynamics Eqs. (1–8). This aspect
will be discussed with more details in Sec. IV. As a consequence
of this procedure, the polynomial coefficients bj;0, bj;1, bj;n, and
bj;n−1 (j  1, 2, 3) are determined,whereas the rest of the coefficients
are varied parameters to be optimized. To allow the optimization


































































n ≥ nB (25)
where nB is the number of boundary conditions imposed to a single
trajectory component (by imposing end-point position and velocity, it
results in nB  4). In this way, at least one polynomial coefficient for
each trajectory component is a varied parameter to be optimized,
allowing flexibility on the shape of the trajectory. The higher the
order n is, the higher the number of varied parameters is. On the other
hand, to avoid Runge’s phenomena (oscillations at the edges of the
time interval) typical of high-order polynomials, the polynomial
order must be limited to n ≤ 8 [29].
By inverting Eq. (1), it yields to the following expression of the
control thrusts expressed in the Hill coordinate system:
FHx  mC x − 2Ω _y − 3Ω2x
FHy  mC y 2Ω _x
FHz  mCz Ω2z (26)
The procedure provides analytical expressions in the time
domain of translational velocities, accelerations, and control thrusts.
In particular, the expressions of the controls are in the following
form:
FHj FHj x0; _x0;xf ; _xfy0; _y0;yf ; _yf ;b1;2;b2;2; :::;b1;n−2;b2;n−2;mC;Ω;tf ;t;
jx;y
FHz FHz z0; _z0;zf ; _zf ;b3;2; :::;b3;n−2;mC;Ω;tf ;t; t∈ 0;tf  (27)
These expressions involve a set of given parameters x0, _x0, y0, _y0,
z0, _z0, xf , _xf , yf , _yf , zf , _zf ,mC,Ω, and tf and a set of varied parameters
b1;2; b2;2; b3;2; : : : ; b1;n−2; b2;n−2, and b3;n−2 to be optimized.
B. Parameterization of the Attitude Trajectory
Regarding the attitude trajectory of the chaser spacecraft, we
proceed similarly to the procedure described for the translation;
namely, the attitude trajectory of the chaser principal coordinate
system C with respect to the Hill system in terms of MRP is





i j  1; 2; 3 (28)










ii − 1aj;iti−2 j  1; 2; 3 (30)
Also, in this case, the polynomial coefficients aj;i can be obtained






f to Eqs. (28)
and (29). The expressions for the coefficients aj;0, aj;1, aj;n, and
aj;n−1 are given by


















; j  1; 2; 3 (32)
By inverting Eq. (4), we obtain the following expression of the
angular velocity HωC:
HωC  4BσC−1 _σC (33)
where the inverse of the matrix BσC is given by [26]
BσC−1  11 kσCk22 Bσ
C⊤
The time derivative of Eq. (33) provides the expressions of
the angular acceleration with respect to the Hill coordinate system
[25,26]:
H _ωC  11 kσCk22 Bσ
C⊤4σC − _BσCHωC (34)
The expressions of the control torques are finally obtained by
inverting the dynamics expressed in Eq. (2):
TCx  ICxx _ωCx  ICzz − ICyyωCz ωCy
TCy  ICyy _ωCy  ICxx − ICzzωCz ωCx
TCz  ICzz _ωCz  ICyy − ICxxωCxωCy (35)
where the components of ωC are obtained from Eq. (5) by inserting
the expression of HωC. Similarly, the components of _ωC, which
represent the angular acceleration vector with respect to the ECI

















This procedure allows to obtain analytical expressions in the time
domain of angular velocities, accelerations, and control torques. In
particular, the expressions of the control torques are in the following
form:





zz;Ω; tf ; t; t ∈ 0; tf ; j  x; y; z (37)






f , Ω, ICxx, ICyy, ICzz, and tf are
known parameters, whereas a1;2; a2;2; a3;2; : : : ; a1;n−2; a2;n−2, and
a3;n−2 are the varied parameters.
C. Trajectory Optimization
At this point, the time domain [0; tf] is discretized intoN intervals,
withN  1 equidistant temporal nodes, and the performance indexof
the optimal control problem in Eq. (18) is integrated numerically
using the expressions of the controls in Eqs. (26) and (35). This
procedure allows to transform J into a (nonlinear) function of the
given parameters and the varied parameters:
J  JσC0 ; _σC0 ; σCf ; _σCf ; x0; _x0; xf ; _xfy0; _y0; yf ; _yf ; z0; _z0; zf ; _zf ; aj;2;






zz;Ω; tf; j  1; 2; 3
(38)
Consequently, the initial optimal control problem is converted into








































































f , Ω, ICxx, ICyy, ICzz and, tf , minimize the function J in
Eq. (38) with respect to the varied parameters a1;2, a2;2, a3;2,
b1;2; b2;2; b3;2; : : : ; b2;n−2; b3;n−2, subjected to the constraint
Eqs. (15–17) evaluated at each temporal node.
It is important to note that the constraints are enforced at finite
number of points, being the temporal nodes. In addition, the discrete
approximation of the continuous function J in Eq. (18) depends on
the choice of the integration technique along with the number of
temporal nodes.
This constrained optimization problem is solved using SNOPT,
which employs a sequential quadratic programming algorithm to
optimize the varied parameters of the problem [30]. This solver has
been selected because it is able to solve efficiently problems with a
limited number of varied parameters and gradients of the constraints
difficult to evaluate [31].
Before starting the optimization process, Eqs. (3) and (8) are
integrated, and the constraint Eqs. (11–14) are then applied to
calculate the chaser’s final state, required to impose the end-point
conditions of the trajectory. Note that the maneuver duration tf is
assumed to be a fixed parameter of the optimization problem, and it is
estimated using the algorithm described in theAppendix. This choice
is driven by the need to further decrease the computational speed
required by the solver to converge to an optimal solution [25].
Conversely, leaving the maneuver duration as varied parameter
requires the determination of the final state at every iteration of the
solver, which reflects in lower computational speed.
IV. Guidance Algorithm
The proposed guidance algorithm is based on the closed-loop
implementation of the trajectory optimization algorithm described in
the previous section. During the maneuver, a new docking trajectory
is recomputed at a certain frequency (depending on the compu-
tational time required to solve the optimization problem) using the
latest update of the system state vector. In this way, the docking
trajectory is repeatedly adjusted based on the current state of both
chaser and target. In addition, a control actuation system commands
the controls generated by the guidance into the dynamics system at a
sampling rate of tmin for both position and attitude.
Figure 3 represents the block diagram of such guidance algorithm.
The current state vector xt, corresponding to the particular instant of
time t of the maneuver and assumed to be available from the
navigation system, is updated at a certain frequency and fed to the
guidance block. In it, a new near-optimal trajectory is recomputed
with the inverse dynamics approach. The output of the guidance
block consists of the refreshed values of near-optimal controlsFC and
TC for the remaining duration of the maneuver, which have smooth
histories, owing to the nature of the inverse dynamicsmethod [25]. To
be actuated, these controls are fed to the actuation block, as shown in
Fig. 3. The low-level attitude controller samples the torque historyTC
at a rate of tmin and commands it using the reaction wheels. On the
contrary, the continuous force history FC is first converted into
equivalent sequences of on–off pulses and then sampled by the low-
level position controller at a rate of tmin. Control forces are finally
actuated by cold-gas thrusters. This entire process is repeated until
maneuver completion. Notably, in the first execution of the loop, the
maneuver duration tf is computed in the guidance block before the
trajectory optimization using the algorithm described in the
Appendix.
The main constraint of this closed-loop implementation is that the
execution frequency must be chosen such to ensure SNOPT to
converge to an optimal solution for every loop execution. In fact, the
period of the loop execution must be higher than the maximum
expected computational time required by SNOPT, which can be
estimated by analyzing the performance of the trajectory
optimization algorithm (in open-loop).
Because of the fact that SNOPT is an iterative solver, there is no
guarantee that an optimal solution will be always found within a
certain computational time. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that
the guidance block always provides the output controls for every loop
execution. This is done by considering the following precautions.
Limiting the number of iterations: The number of maximum
iterations is limited to ensure that SNOPT provides a suboptimal
solution within the available time tGNC (note that a safety margin
should be considered). The computational time required by SNOPT
to execute a single iteration can be estimated by analyzing the
performance of the trajectory optimization algorithm in open-loop.
Then, the maximum number of iterations within tGNC is calculated.
Using previous solution of the nonlinear programming problem:
One of the advantages of the inverse dynamics approach is that the
controls are determined by the polynomial coefficients alongwith the
chaser end-point conditions. Therefore, if unexpected problems are
encountered by SNOPT, the controls are determined using the
polynomial coefficients from the previous trajectory optimization.
A. Guidance Block
As shown in Fig. 3, the guidance block reformulates the optimal
control problem at each loop execution. Starting from the most
current update of the state vector xt, the rendezvous dynamics
described by Eqs. (1–8) is propagated in time for the remaining
maneuver duration tf − t tGNC to determine the new initial state
vector xttGNC and the new final state vector xtf−ttGNC for the new
trajectory generation. In particular, the initial state vector for the new
trajectory optimization corresponds to the time t tGNC because the
updated controls will be commanded at the end of the current loopFig. 3 Block diagram of the guidance system.

































































iteration. Furthermore, although the maneuver duration tf is a fixed
parameter, the final state vector is updated in every loop execution
based on the latest current system state. This procedure increases
flexibility of the guidance algorithm and robustness to noise in the
initial state vector.
Once the end-point conditions are estimated, the trajectory is
parameterized using Eqs. (20), (23), (24), (28), (31), and (32).
Finally, optimal polynomial coefficients computed by SNOPT are
used to update the time histories of the controls, which will be
commanded with the control actuation block and actuated through
the chaser thrusters and reaction wheels.
B. Control Actuation
Asmentioned before, the chaser attitude is controlled by a set of three
reaction wheels; therefore, the low-level attitude controller samples the
time history of the torque TCt tGNC; t 2tGNC and commands it at
a rate of tmin. Conversely, the chaser translation capability is assumed to
be featured by six cold-gas thrusters, with three of them aligned along
the positive semi-axis of the principal coordinate systemC and the other
three directed in the opposite directions. Each thruster is assumed to
produce only on–off thrust states, i.e., either zero or maximum thrust
(bang–bang control). In this configuration, the three components of the
thrust control history FCt tGNC; t 2tGNC must be converted into
six sequences of on–off pulses, components of the actuated thrust vector
~FCltminFC1 ltmin;FC2 ltmin; :::;FC6 ltminT l∈ 0;1;2; :::;L,
with L  integertGNC∕tmin the number of intervals in the guidance
period tGNC.
This analog-to-digital conversion process is performed by the
sigma-delta modulation combined with the pulse-width modulation
(SDM-PWMtechnique) [32,33], as shown in Fig. 4. In particular, this
technique is executed after the guidance block to convert the history
FCt tGNC; t 2tGNC into an equivalent sequences of maximum-
thrust pulses, which is sampled by the low-level position controller
and actuated by the thrusters.
The basic principle of the SDM-PWM consists of measuring the
integral F̂Ct ∈ R3x1 of the actuation error eFt ∈ R3x1; namely,
the difference between the input analog thrust FC and the actuated
thrust FCact. Such integral is then mapped into an equivalent vector
FCt ∈ R6x1 characterized by six nonnegative continuous
components. Each of these is then converted into sequences of on–
off pulses using a PWM [34]. It is important to note that the
components of F̂C are three real numbers (which can attain negative
values), whereas the six thrusters of the chaser spacecraft can actuate
nonnegative values of thrust. This requires the following mapping
process to convert these three components into six equivalent













0 if F̂Ci < 0
i  1; 2; 3 (40)
Because of this analog-to-digital conversion process, the actuated
thrust slightly differs from the requested thrust. In particular, from
Eqs. (39) and (40), we have the following back mapping function:
FCactltmin 
2





The numerical performance results in terms of optimality,
robustness, and sensitivity to system noise of the proposed control
system for docking maneuvers are presented in this section.
The dockingmaneuvers between an actuated chaser spacecraft and
a noncooperative tumbling target spacecraft are considered for the
numerical experiments. Tables 1 and 2 list the characteristics of the
two spacecraft. Data of the chaser are taken from the servicer of the
DEOSmission [35], whereas data of the target are taken fromEnvisat
[36,37]. The safety radius rsafe that defines the keep-out zone in
Eq. (16) is set to 4.60maccording to the position of the target docking
port (Table 2). The chaser docking point must enter into the target
docking interface with a relative translational speed kvconk of
0.01 m∕s along the docking axis [4]. The shortest on-time of the
chaser’s cold-gas thrusters is 0.01 s.
The algorithm described in this paper has been implemented in
Matlab Simulink environment [38] on a laptopwith an Intel Core i7U
2.8 GHz and 8.0 GB of RAM. The Simulink model for the orbital
dynamics consists of the translational and rotational motions of each
spacecraft with respect to the ECI system. The two spacecraft are
assumed rigid bodies. The translational motion the center of mass is
described by the two-body differential equation in Cowell’s
formulation [39]:
r  − μkrk3 r aext (42)
where aext is the total external force vector acting on the spacecraft,
and μ is the standard gravitational parameter of the Earth. The
dynamics of the rotationalmotion of each spacecraft is represented by
Euler’s equation:
I _ω ω × Iω  Text (43)
where I denotes the principal inertial tensor, and Text is the external
torque vector. The attitude of the spacecraft principal axes with
respect to the ECI system is provided byEq. (8) applied to the angular
velocity vector ω obtained from Eq. (43). The orbital dynamics
model is solved in Simulink using a fourth-order Runge–Kutta
method applied with a fixed time step of 0.01 s [39]. The current state
vector x of the two-spacecraft rendezvous model is computed from
the solutions of Eqs. (42) and (43).
The trajectory optimization algorithm of the control system
employs fifth-order polynomials to represent the MRP of the chaser
spacecraft attitude trajectory [25]. The same representation is used for
each component of the translational trajectory. Because boundary
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conditions on position and velocity (attitude and angular velocity for
the rotation) are enforced through Eqs. (23), (24), (31), and (32), two
varied parameters are optimized for each trajectory component. The
reference length Leq in Eq. (18) is 1.5 m, which corresponds to the
average distance from the chaser center of mass and the reaction
wheels position. The number of intervals that discretize the
remaining maneuver time is N  24 in every guidance cycle (see
Sec. III.C). The constrained optimization problem generated with the
inverse dynamics method is solved using SNOPT 7.2 [30] with an
accuracy of 1e-7. Equations (1–8) are integrated in the guidance
block (see Fig. 3) with a fourth-order Runge–Kutta method and a
fixed time step of 0.2 s.
For the first trajectory optimization (first execution of the guidance
block), the initial guess on the polynomial coefficients to be
optimized is calculated using Eqs. (22) and (30) after imposing zero
controls at the end points. Because two varied parameters are defined
for each trajectory component, initial and final values of controls
(thrust and torque) are enough to specify the initial guess. Successive
optimizations use the previous optimal polynomial coefficients as
new initial guess. In our experimental campaign, we have tested the
trajectory optimization performed bySNOPTin open loop, recording
peaks of computational time of about 8.0 s. Consequently, in the
numerical experiments, the guidance algorithm has been executed at
a rate of 0.1 Hz (tGNC  10 s) to ensure a safety margin. Because
SNOPT requires about 5 ms to execute a single internal iteration, the
maximum number of iterations is set to 1800 to ensure a result
within 10 s.
This section reports the results of three different analyses. The first
analysis in Sec. V.A investigates the performance of the guidance
algorithm in terms of docking precision, optimality of the trajectories,
enforcement of the path constraints, and computational time required
by SNOPT. In particular, this part focuses on evaluating the
performance of the trajectory generation algorithm in the ideal case of
perfect knowledge of current state vector and target inertia. SectionV.
B discusses the robustness of the guidance scheme, shown in Fig. 3,
to various maneuvering situations. In this study, the control actuation
includes the DSM-PWM (analog-to-digital) conversion of the thrust
components for realistic control actuation. The algorithm is tested on
500 randomly chosen scenarios in the ideal case of perfect knowledge
of the target. The third type of analysis is the sensitivity study to
orbital perturbations in LEO (Sec. V.C) and to disturbances in the
input state vector and in the target inertia (Sec. V.D). Notably, this
study is essential to verify applicability of the guidance system to
noncooperative maneuvers because the target inertia and relative
state might be subjected to significant uncertainties.
A. Optimality, Computational Speed, and Constraints Verification
Three reference scenarios summarized in Table 3 are considered to
analyze the docking accuracy and optimality of the trajectories
generated by the guidance algorithm, verify the satisfaction of the
path constraints, and evaluate the computational time required by
SNOPT to solve the nonlinear programming problem of Sec. III.C.
Themaneuvers are R-bar approaches from identical initial conditions
for both chaser and target but differ in the rotational motion of the
target spacecraft. The angular rates of the target are taken from the
estimated measurements of Envisat [36,40].
For the numerical experiments presented in this section, the
analog-to-digital conversion process of the thrust components
described in Sec. IV.B is bypassed, and the continuous controls
generated by the inverse dynamics are directly injected into the
dynamics model to analyze the performance of the guidance
algorithm alone.We also assume perfect knowledge of the target state
and inertia. The optimality of the resultingmaneuvers is evaluated by
comparison with reference optimal trajectories obtained by solving
the optimal control problem posted in Sec. II with GPOPS II v1.0
[41]. For each scenario, GPOPS is executed 10 times using different
initial guesses, generated by randomly perturbing the initial guess on
the controls used for the cold start of the guidance system and the final
state achieved with the maneuver (first guess on the final condition).
The chosen reference optimal trajectory corresponds to the one
having the minimum performance index. In this way, we avoid
possible local minima of the reference solution. The accuracy of
GPOPS has been set to 1e-7 for this analysis. Each optimization with
GPOPS required between 20 and 60 min according to the first guess.
Table 4 summarizes the maneuver durations calculated with the
algorithm in the Appendix as well as the relative states between the
target spacecraft docking point and the chaser spacecraft docking
point achieved at the end of the maneuvers. The relative states listed
in the table are calculated using Eqs. (11–14). Axial and radial
directions are intended with respect to the target spacecraft docking
axis. Notably, the guidance algorithm allows reaching all the docking
conditions in Eqs. (11–14) with high precision at the end of each
maneuver. Furthermore, the algorithm for estimating the maneuver
duration is capable to calculate feasible maneuver time durations.
Figure 5 illustrates the enforcement of the path constraints by the
guidance during the maneuvers execution. The time history of the
distance between the chaser spacecraft docking point and the keep-
out zone is evaluated with Eq. (16), and it is represented in Fig. 5a.
The minimum distance is 0 m in all the maneuvers and occurs at the
mechanical contact between docking points. The time history of the
angular distance from the chaser spacecraft rendezvous sensor
boresight to the target spacecraft center of mass is calculated with
Eq. (15), and it is shown in Fig. 5b. Also, in this case, the guidance
imposes accurately the constraint. The achieved maximum angular
distance is 25.02 deg during scenario 3.
Figure 6 represents the evolution of the computational time
required by SNOPT to converge to a solution for each cycle (cycle
duration tGNC  10 s). In all the considered scenarios, higher
computational times arise during the initial trajectory optimizations
(within 15 calls of SNOPT), whereas lower computational times,
with an average of 0.4 s, are observed in the second part of the
maneuvers. Such behaviour can be explained by considering that
SNOPT enforces the path and control constraints in new temporal
nodes at each call, and the resulting trajectories progressively
converge to the suboptimal solution of the constrained optimization
problem. For this reason, SNOPT requires more iterations to
converge in the initial calls, resulting in higher computational time. In
the second part of the maneuver, SNOPTonly updates the computed
feasible trajectory because the constraints are imposed accurately
enough, resulting in a faster convergence speed.
Figure 7 shows the evolution of the polynomial coefficients
computed by SNOPT for scenario 1. As previously discussed, after
the first dozen calls of SNOPT, the coefficients aj;3 and bj;3 stabilize
to quasi-steady values. In the second part of the maneuver, only the
coefficients aj;2 and bj;2 keep changing because these parameters are
related to the new initial acceleration components according the
following:
Table 3 Initial states of the target and
chaser spacecraft for scenarios 1–3
Parameter Value
x0, y0, z0, m −50, −11, 7
_x0, _y0, _z0, m∕s 0, 0, 0
ωC0 , deg ∕s [000]
σC0 [0.34 0.41 0.37]
ωT0 (scenario 1), deg ∕s [3.5 0.5 0.5]
ωT0 (scenario 2), deg ∕s [0.5 3.5 0.5]
ωT0 (scenario 3), deg ∕s [0.5 0.5 3.5]
qT0 [−0.5 −0.5 −0.5 0.5]
Table 4 Achieved docking conditions for scenarios 1–3
Δr, m Δv, m∕s
Scenario tf , s Axial Radial Axial Radial Δθmax, deg Δωmax, deg ∕s
1 410 2.4e-4 1.2e-4 1.0e-2 2.0e-5 5.7e-3 2.9e-4
2 310 –5.5e-4 1.8e-4 1.0e-2 2.4e-5 6.9e-3 1.4e-3














































































The performance index J related to the three test maneuvers is
summarized inTable 5. The index JGNC for the controlled trajectory is
calculated with Eq. (18) using the controls generated by the guidance
system. Similarly, JGPOPS is calculated with Eq. (18) using the
optimal controls. Comparison among optimal indexes shows that the
trajectories generated by the guidance are near-optimal, with a
maximum difference in percentage of 1.1% in terms of optimal
performance index occurring in scenario 1.
The reason for these discrepancies in optimality can be understood
by comparing the trajectories and controls generated by the guidance
system with the solutions of the correspondent optimal control
problems. Let us now consider scenario 1, which is subjected to the
major difference in optimality. Figure 8 shows the translational and
rotational trajectories performed by the chaser spacecraft. At any
instant of time, the components of the translational trajectory
generated by theguidance closelymatch the optimal ones (Fig. 8a). In
fact, the time histories of the optimal trajectory components present
smooth shapes and can be represented precisely by high-order
polynomials. On the contrary, as can be observed in Fig. 8b, the
rotational trajectories differ remarkably from the optimal ones. In this
case, the time histories of the optimal MRP feature several inflection
points, which are harder to track with the chosen polynomials.
Figure 9 graphically compares the controls generated by the guidance
and the optimal controls obtained with GPOPS. The thrust
components closely match the optimal ones (Fig. 9a). Owing to the
nature of the inverse dynamics, this is the consequence of the precise
representation of the translational trajectorywith the chosen function.
However, significant differences are observed between the control
torque curves due to the presence of first-order discontinuities in the
time histories of the torques generated by the inverse dynamics
(Fig. 9b). As previously discussed, fifth-order polynomials are
unable to represent the rotational trajectory of the chaser spacecraft
with high precision, and consequently, the controls generated by the
inverse dynamics method differ from the optimal controls. At each
guidance cycle, the polynomial coefficients are recomputed to
minimize the difference between the controls generated by the
guidance and the optimal ones (i.e., the performance index of the
maneuver isminimum).As a result, first-order discontinuities arise as
the controls are updated. Analogous observations for scenarios 2 and
3 hold.
Figure 9b also provides interesting information about the motion
of the chaser spacecraft. In the first part of the maneuver, the torque
action is moderate, meaning that the chaser approaches the target
without large changes in attitude and angular velocity. Only in the last
part of the maneuver (about 60 s before the docking), the chaser
performs intense angular accelerations to synchronize with the
rotational motion of the target.
B. Simulations with Random Initial Conditions
With the goal to investigate the performance of the guidance
system under more realistic control application, the SDM-PWM
technique described in Sec. IV.B is used to convert the continuous
force components into an equivalent sequence of maximum-thrust
pulses.
The guidance system has been tested on 500 docking scenarios
obtained by varying randomly both the initial relative distance
between the spacecraft and the initial attitude and rotation rates of the
a) b)
Fig. 5 Path constraints during the maneuvers: a) distance from the keep-out safety zone, and b) angular distance of the target spacecraft center of mass
from the chaser sensor boresight.
optimization cycle





















Fig. 6 Computational time required by SNOPT to converge to a
solution at each cycle.
optimization cycle




































































































































target spacecraft. The orbit of the target spacecraft is circular, with an
altitude of 773 km as in Sec. V.A. All the maneuvers start with zero
relative translational speed with the chaser at rest (station-keeping
configuration) and its sensor boresight pointing the target spacecraft
center of mass. The initial conditions are randomly generated within
the intervals defined in Table 6 (the initial attitude of the target
principal systemT is given in terms of Euler angles  θT10 θT20 θT30 ),
whereas the current state vector xt and target inertia are the same as in
the previous analysis.
Table 7 summarizes the final docking conditions and theperformance
of the control system after numerical tests on the 500 random scenarios.
The final conditions are calculated using Eqs. (11–14) and expressed in
the CD coordinate system. Furthermore, axial and radial directions are
intended with respect to the target spacecraft docking axis. Because the
target center of mass may not always reach the boundary of the chaser
sensor FOV, the associated path constraint is considered active when
αTpeak ≥ 24.5 deg. The parameter αT is calculated using Eq. (15).
Remarkably, all the final docking conditions requirements are achieved
with high precision, even using the DSM-PWM conversion for the
control force. Furthermore, the guidance algorithm enforces the path
constraints accurately. In all cases, the peaks of computational time
required by SNOPT to converge are lower than 10 s. This result
confirms the appropriateness of the choice to update the trajectory at a
rate of 0.1 Hz.
C. Sensitivity Analysis to Orbital Perturbations
Themost significant orbital disturbances inLEOhave been introduced
into the Simulink dynamics models [Eqs. (42) and (43)] for both target
and chaser spacecraft. In particular, disturbances due to geopotential
anomaly, atmospheric drag, and gravitational gradient are considered.
Thenonhomogeneousgravitational potential of theEarth is considered
up to the harmonic coefficient J6. In particular, the translational




























where r is the average Earth equatorial radius. The expressions for the
other acceleration terms until J6 are analogous to Eq. (45) and can be
found in [39].
Table 5 Optimal performance index J
achieved with GPOPS and with the guidance
system
Scenario JGPOPS, N
2 · s JGNC, N
2 · s ΔJ, %
1 617.1 624.0 1.1
2 2490.6 2508.6 0.7
3 1331.5 1337.5 0.4
time (s)




































Fig. 8 Scenario 1: time history of the translational and rotational components of the chaser trajectory obtained with the guidance system and with
GPOPS.
time (s)



























Fig. 9 Scenario 1: time histories of the thrust and torque norms generated with the guidance algorithm and GPOPS.
Table 6 Ranges of value for the random
initial conditions
Parameter Range of values
x0, m [−100; −20]
y0, m [−100; 100]









, θT30 , deg [−180; 180]
Table 7 Docking conditions and performance of the
guidance obtained with the random scenarios
Parameter Mean value (3σ)
Δraxial, m 2.4e-3	 7.0e-3
Δrradial, m 3.7e-3	 10.1e-3
Δvaxial, m∕s 1.0e-2	 0.1e-2
Δvradial, m∕s 6.7e-4	 9.0e-4
Δθmax, deg 2.6e-2	 0.51
Δωmax, deg ∕s 3.4e-2	 9.3e-2
αTmax, deg 25.0	 0.2
Minimum distance from keep-out zone, m 1.3e-3	 2.2e-3
CPU time (average), s 0.99	 1.73












































































where the density ρ of the atmosphere is estimated with the
exponential model described in [39]. The drag coefficient is
CD  2.2. The term Ai is the exposed cross-sectional area of the ith
surface of the spacecraft defined as the area that is normal to the
vehicle velocity vector. The shape of each spacecraft is assumed
rectangular parallelepiped. The velocity vrel denotes the velocity of
spacecraft center of mass relative to the rotating atmosphere, and it is
defined as





5 × r (47)
where ω is the rotation velocity of the Earth.
The external torque acting on each spacecraft due to the











where the displacement vector Li relative to the surface Ai
corresponds to the distance between the spacecraft center ofmass and
the surface geometric center.









Analogous expressions are applied for the target spacecraft.
Under these conditions, the guidance system has been tested on the
same random scenarios of Sec. V.B. As can be observed in Table 8,
the required final docking conditions are achieved with high
precision also in the presence of the orbital perturbations. In fact,
by updating the trajectory every 10 s, the effects of the orbital
perturbations within this time range are mitigated. However, the
orbital perturbations cause an increment of the energy expenditure
with respect to the ideal case.
D. Sensitivity Analysis to System Disturbances and Applicability to
Noncooperative Maneuvers
The proposed guidance system has been subjected to a sensitivity
analysis to study its behavior in presence of model errors and noise in
the chaser-target system state vector xt (see Fig. 3) and therefore its
applicability to noncooperative scenarios. Errors in relative distance
and translational velocity between spacecraft centers of mass along
with errors in target spacecraft principal inertia, angular velocities,
and attitude are considered in our analysis. This choice is driven by
the fact that these parameters are subjected to major uncertainties
during the docking maneuver to a noncooperative target [27,43].
Conversely, angular velocities and attitude of the chaser spacecraft
with respect to the ECI coordinate system are usually provided by the
inertial measurement unit with higher accuracy [44].
At this point, it is important to note that the proposed guidance
system is a model-based algorithm and requires the knowledge of the
target inertia. In the case of noncooperative maneuvers, this
parameter can be retrieved from the target spacecraft constructor, as
the case of Envisat. When this solution is not available, the target
inertia can be estimated onboard the chaser during closed-range
observationmaneuvers before the docking procedure [45,46]. In both
cases, however, the target inertia might be subjected to significant
uncertainties.
The sensitivity analysis is performed on reference scenario 1 (data in
Table 3)with the following combinations of parameter variation and/or
noises: 1) noise on relative distance and relative translational velocity;
2) errors in target spacecraft principal inertia and noise in target
spacecraft angular velocity; 3) errors in target spacecraft principal
inertia and noise in target spacecraft attitude; and 4) noise on target
spacecraft angular velocity and attitude. The choice of these particular
combinations is motivated by the synergic correlation between these
factors in the rendezvous dynamics model described in Sec. II. In
particular, the components x, y, and z of the relative distance and the
components _x, _y, and _z of the relative velocity are coupled in the
Clohessy–Wiltshire dynamics [Eq. (1)]. Moreover, the target
spacecraft inertia, angular velocity, and attitude are coupled in the
attitude dynamics Eqs. (3) and (8). For each category of system
disturbances (relative distance, relative velocity, target inertia, target
attitude, and target angular velocity), we consider five levels of noise
applied to every component of the vector (see Table 9). In this way,
5 × 5  25 different combinations of noise level for each of the four
combinations of disturbances are obtained. For each particular noise
combination, scenario 1 is simulated 50 times. Errors in the inertia of





the beginning of each simulation. The noise on the selected com-
ponents of the state vector is modeled as a white-noise signal. The
performance of the guidance system is evaluated in terms of final
docking conditions achievement and energy expenditure as in Sec.V.B.
Furthermore, to better evaluate the impact of the disturbances, we
acknowledge a successful docking when ||Δrradialk≤0.05m;
Δvradialk≤0.01m∕s, kΔθmaxk ≤ 5 deg, and kΔωmaxk ≤ 0.5 deg ∕s
as in the Orbital Express mission [47].
The guidance loop is again executed at a rate of 0.1 Hz. Moreover,
after the last optimization of the trajectory (i.e., 10 s before the
docking), the guidance system in Fig. 3 is executed at a rate of 2 Hz,
bypassing the call of SNOPT. Notably, this rate still ensures enough
time for noncooperative pose estimation [48]. The control time
histories are consequently computed using the last optimal varied
parameters and the current end-point conditions [Eqs. (23), (24),
(31), and (32)]. This procedure can be implemented only after the last
optimization of the trajectory because the computation time is mostly
used by SNOPT during the nominal execution of the control loop. In
this way, we increase the robustness to disturbances because the
docking conditions depend on the predicted final state of the target,
which is influenced by the propagation of the noise.
Figures 10 and 11 show the effects of the disturbances on final
relative attitude and angular velocity between docking points. The
Table 8 Docking conditions and
performance of the guidance with the
perturbed random scenarios
Parameter Mean value (3σ)
Δraxial, m 3.0e-3	 17.0e-3
Δrradial, m 4.2e-3	 15.0e-3
Δvaxial, m∕s 1.0e-2	 0.2e-2
Δvradial, m∕s 8.0e-4	 38.0e-4
Δθmax, deg 3.4e-2	 0.79
Δωmax, deg ∕s 3.9e-2	 12.2e-2
αTmax, deg 25.1	 0.3
CPU time (average), s 1.04	 1.99
CPU time (peak), s 5.33	 4.21
Jdisturbances∕Jideal, % 1.1	 0.5
Table 9 Noise levels (3σ, except for
the inertia) of the system disturbances
System disturbance Noise level
δx, δy, δz, cm 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4





zz, % 0, 1, 2, 3, 4
δqT(θ123), deg 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2

































































bounded zones in the graphs depict where the docking precision
requirements are met. As can be observed in the figures, the precision
requirements are respected for every combination of disturbance
levels. Moreover, relative attitude and angular velocity are not
sensitive to errors in relative distance and velocity between spacecraft
centers of mass (Figs. 10a and 11a). In fact, the guidance system
imposes the synchronization of the rotational motion between
docking points through the conditions in Eqs. (13) and (14), which
are independent from distance and velocity between spacecraft.
Figures 12 and 13 illustrate the influence of the disturbances on the
final radial distance and velocity between docking points. Once
again, the bounded zones in the graphs depict where the docking
a) b)
c) d)
Fig. 11 Final relative angular velocity between docking points for different combinations of system disturbances. The vertical bars denote the mean
value, whereas the vertical lines denote the 3σ value.
a) b)
c) d)
Fig. 10 Finalmisalignment between docking points for different combinations of systemdisturbances. The vertical bars denote themean value, whereas

































































precision requirements are met. In this case, the final relative velocity
results sensitive to the noise in target angular velocity (Figs. 13c and
13d). In fact, as it can be observed in Eq. (12), an error δωT in the
target angular velocity causes an error in translational velocity
proportional to δωT × lT. Clearly, large target spacecraft dimensions
amplify the errors in the predicted translational velocity of the target
docking port due to the noise on ωT. Furthermore, disturbances in
target angular velocity generate errors in the target final attitude RHT ,
a) b)
c) d)
Fig. 13 Final velocity (radial direction from the target dockingaxis) betweendockingpoints for different systemdisturbances.Vertical bars represent the
mean value, whereas vertical lines denote the 3σ value.
a) b)
c) d)
Fig. 12 Final offset (radial direction from the target docking axis) between docking points for different system disturbances. Vertical bars represent the

































































which causes a further error in the final translational velocity related
to the term ωTF × R
H
T l
T. Also, in this case, large dimension and high
rotation rates of the target spacecraft enhance the effect of δωT. As
can be observed from Fig. 13, the precision requirement on radial
translational velocity are respected when errors in target angular
velocity are limited to 0.1 deg ∕s 3σ and, at the same time, errors in
target inertia and attitude are limited to 2% and 0.5 deg 3σ,
respectively. Regarding the final relative distance between docking
points, the major offsets are caused by disturbances in relative
translational velocity and target angular velocity. In fact, the large
errors in radial velocity caused by these disturbances also generate
large offsets in the radial direction.
Concerning the optimality of the maneuvers, the presence of
system disturbances in the current state vector increases the energy
expenditure. In fact, disturbances cause errors in the current
estimated state and in the expected final state (obtained by
propagation from the current state), and consequently, the resulting
trajectories diverge significantly from the optimal one. Noise in the
target angular velocity increases the performance index J between
19% 3σ (lowest noise level) and 64% 3σ (highest noise level) with
respect to the ideal case without noise, whereas the rest of
disturbances case an increment between 5% 3σ and 20% 3σ.
VI. Conclusions
This paper proposes a guidance system for minimum-energy six-
degree-of-freedom docking maneuvers between a controlled chaser
spacecraft and an uncontrolled target that is in a circular orbit. A
direct optimization method is formulated for rapid trajectory
generation: polynomials are employed for trajectory representation,
the inversion of the system dynamics allows to convert the optimal
control problem into an equivalent nonlinear programming problem,
and a sequential quadratic programming solver optimizes the
unconstrained polynomial coefficients. Such an approach has three
main advantages. First, the reduced number of variables to be
optimized leads to fast computational speed for trajectory optimi-
zation. Second, the reference trajectory and controls are determined
by the polynomial coefficients only, enabling easy onboard storage of
the solution and rapid control update during the maneuver. Third, the
docking-enabling conditions are automatically imposed by simple
reconstruction of the polynomials. The closed-loop implementation
of such technique includes a combined sigma-delta/pulse-width
modulator to convert the continuous control forces generated by the
inverse dynamics into sequences ofmaximum-thrust pulses aswell as
a low-level attitude and position controllers to sample and actuate the
generated control time histories.
In the ideal case of perfect knowledge of the current state vector
and target inertia, the proposed guidance system is able to perform
near-optimal maneuvers while enforcing all the path constraints
and achieving accurate docking conditions. The small difference in
optimality is due to slight discrepancies in the chaser attitude
trajectory because piecewise polynomials can match the optimal
trajectory up to a certain level. The Monte Carlo simulation
demonstrates that the guidance scheme, in the same ideal case of
perfect knowledge of the target conditions, performs accurate
maneuvers in most maneuvering scenarios, also in the presence of
orbital perturbations in low Earth orbit.
The applicability of the guidance system to more realistic
noncooperative scenarios is tested with a sensitivity analysis via
Monte Carlo simulation. We have considered uncertainties on both
target inertia and relative state, driven by the fact that these two
parameters are the most critical in noncooperative maneuvers.
The sensitivity study shows that the proposed guidance system is
particularly sensitive to noise in target angular velocity. In fact, this
type of disturbance causes significant errors in the final translational
velocity between spacecraft docking points. With regard to errors in
the target inertia, which might be estimated during the observation
phase and therefore subjected to significant uncertainties, the
guidance is capable to successfully dock to the target whenever the
error is less than 4% of the nominal value.
Even though the proposed trajectory optimization algorithm is a
model-based method that requires the knowledge of the target inertia
and the current relative state, the proposed closed-loop imple-
mentation is able to perform noncooperative maneuvers to
uncontrolled tumbling targets under limited errors on target angular
velocity and inertia. In fact, the key features that ensure noncoop-
erative applications are 1) onboard/online generation of the docking
trajectory using the current state vector and maneuver duration only,
2) prediction of the docking conditions by onboard numerical
propagation of the system state, and 3) rapid trajectory and control
reshaping based on the latest state estimation.
Appendix: Estimation of the Maneuver Duration
In this Appendix, the pseudocode for the estimation of a feasible
maneuver duration is provided. The maneuver duration is calculated
in the guidance block during the first execution of the control loop
(see Fig. 3).
In the proposed iterative method, a linear acceleration profile
is imposed along each axis of the Hill coordinate system. Initially, the
acceleration profile is defined on the axis corresponding to the
maximum chaser–target distance assuming the action of themaximum
available thrust at the beginning and at the end of the maneuver.
Subsequently, by propagating the translation dynamics, we verify that
the maximum thrust engaged in all components is lower than the
maximum thrust available. If this condition is unverified, an accel-
eration profile with lower magnitude is considered, and the process is
repeated.Once the constraint on themaximum thrust level is verified in
all three axes, we compute the first estimate of the maneuver duration
using the obtained linear thrust profiles. However, wemust ensure that
the chaser docking point grapples the target docking point at the end of
themaneuver. Subsequently,wepropagate the rotation dynamics of the
target spacecraft for a time larger than the first estimation of the
maneuver duration until the target docking point points the chaser at
the endof themaneuver. The constraint on themaximum torque level is
verified in the same way as for the control thrust.
The case of a rest to rest R-bar approach is presented here, but the
proposed procedure can be applied to other maneuvers by changing
the end-point conditions and the reference acceleration profile
defined in step 1.
Step 1: Impose the following reference linear acceleration profile













is the maximum acceleration amplitude, and K ∈ 0; 1 a weighting
coefficient. Set a value for K.
Step 2: Impose the end-point condition xtf  0 m to the motion
law xt obtained from Eq. (A1). Then, compute the first estimate of





















Step 3: Impose a linear acceleration profile along the y and z axes of
the Hill coordinate system as in Eq. (A1). The required initial
accelerations to achieve yt
f   0 m and zt










Step 4: Evaluate the force components FHx , F
H
y , and F
H
z at a given set
of instants of time ti ∈ 0; t
f  using Eq. (26) and the trajectory


































































kFHx k ≤ Fx;max; kFHy k ≤ Fy;max; kFHz k ≤ Fz;max (A5)
If the conditions are verified for each considered instant of time, then
go to step 5; otherwise, go back to step 1 and decrease the weighting
coefficient K.
Step 5: Set a value for the parameterΔtf ≥ 0 and estimate the state of
the target spacecraft at t
  t
f  Δtf by propagating Eqs. (3) and (8).
Step 6: Compare the final orientation of the coordinate system TD
with the initial orientation of the system CD:
RTDCD  RCCDRHC0RTHt
RTDT (A6)
If the relative orientation in Eq. (A6) is lower than a maximum
relative orientation defined byRTDCD max, then go to step 7. Otherwise,
go to step 5 and increase Δtf . The matrix RTDCD max was set using the
Euler angles 1-2-3. In our experimental campaign, we limited the
maximum relative orientation to 	30 deg for each angle. With this
procedure, we ensure that 1) the target is in a favorable configuration
for the docking at the end of the maneuver (i.e., the target’s auxiliary
coordinate system TD points the chaser), and 2) the final orientation
of the system TD is similar to the initial orientation of the chaser,
resulting in lower control expenditure.
Step 7: Impose the docking-enabling conditions [Eqs. (11–14)] at
t  t
























 due to Eq. (13), and HωCf is computed from
HωTDf t



















Step 8: Assuming an initial rest configuration, impose the following
linear angular acceleration profile along each axis of the chaser













t2  _ωCj0 t
j  x; y; z (A9)
The maneuver duration is t
. Impose ωCj t
  ωCjf in Eq. (A9), and





− _ωCjf j  x; y; z (A10)
Step 9: Evaluate the torque components TCx , T
C
y , and T
C
z at a given set
of instants of time ti ∈ 0; t
 using Eq. (35) and the imposed angular
velocity and acceleration profiles [Eq. (A9)]. At each instant of time,
verify the conditions
kTCx k ≤ TCx;max; kTCy k ≤ TCy;max; kTCz k ≤ TCz;max (A11)
If the conditions are verified, then set tf  t
. Otherwise, go back to
step 5 and increase Δtf .
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